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Abstract

Assuming the Hodge conjecture for abelian varieties of CM-type, one obtains a
good category of abelian motives overFal

p and a reduction functor to it from the cat-
egory of CM-motives overQal. Consequently, one obtains a morphism of gerbes of
fibre functors with certain properties. We prove unconditionally that there exists a
morphism of gerbes with these properties, and we classify them.
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Introduction

Fix ap-adic prime ofQal, and denote its residue field byF. LetCM(Qal) be the category of
motives based on the abelian varieties of CM-type overQal, and letMot(F) be the similar
category based on the abelian varieties overF; in both cases, the correspondences are to
be the algebraic cycles modulo numerical equivalence. Both are TannakianQ-categories
and, because every abelian variety of CM-type has good reduction, there is an exact tensor
“reduction” functor

R : CM(Qal) → Mot(F).

FromR, we obtain a morphism

R∨ : Mot(F)∨ → CM(Qal)∨

of gerbes of fibre functors. The bands ofMot(F)∨ andCM(Qal)∨ are commutative, and so
R∨ is bound by a homomorphism

ρ : P → S

of commutative affine group schemes overQ.
It is known how to construct an explicit homomorphismρ : P → S of commutative

affine group schemes (Grothendieck, Langlands, Rapoport,. . . ) and to prove that it be-
comes the homomorphism in the last paragraph when the Hodge conjecture is assumed for
abelian varieties of CM-type (this is explained inMilne 1994, §2, §4, under the additional
assumption of the Tate conjecture for abelian varieties over finite fields, but that assumption
is shown to be superfluous inMilne 1999).

In this paper, we construct (unconditionally) an explicit morphism

P → S
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of gerbes bound by the homomorphismρ : P → S in the last paragraph, and we prove
that it becomes the motivic morphism in the first paragraph when the Hodge conjecture is
assumed for abelian varieties of CM-type. Moreover, we classify the morphismsP → S
bound byρ and satisfying certain natural conditions.

Upon choosing anx ∈ P(Qal), we obtain a morphism of groupoids

P(x) → S(x)

such that the map on kernels
P(x)∆ → S(x)∆

is the homomorphismρ.
We now describe the contents of the paper in more detail.
In §1 we compute some inverse limits. In particular, we show that certain inverse limits

are infinite (see, for example,1.11), and hence can not be ignored as they have been in
previous works.

After some preliminaries on the cohomology of protori in§2, we construct and classify
certain “fundamental” cohomology classes in§§3–4.

In §5, we review part of the theory of gerbes and their classification (Giraud 1971,
Debremaeker 1977).

In §6, we prove the existence of gerbesP having the properties expected ofMot(F)∨,
and we classify them.

Finally, in §7 we prove the existence of morphisms of gerbesP → S having the proper-
ties expected ofMot(F)∨ → CM(Qal)∨, and we classify them.

In large part, this article is a critical re-examination of the results and proofs in§§2–4
(pp118–165) ofLanglands and Rapoport 1987. In particular, we eliminate the confusion
between fpqc cohomology groups and inverse limits of Galois cohomology groups that has
persisted in the literature for fifteen years (e.g.,Langlands and Rapoport 1987, Milne 1994,
Reimann 1997), which amounted to setting certainlim←−

1s equal to zero. Also we avoid the
confusion between gerbes and groupoids to be found inLanglands and Rapoport 1987.
Finally, we are concerned, not just with the existence of the various object, but also with
their classification.

For the convenience of the reader, I have made this article independent of earlier articles
on the topic.

Notations and conventions

The algebraic closure ofQ in C is denotedQal. The symbolp denotes a fixed finite prime
of Q and∞ denotes the real prime.

Complex conjugation onC, or a subfield, is denoted byι. A CM-field is a finite exten-
sionE ofQ admitting an involutionιE 6= 1 such thatρ ◦ ιE = ι ◦ ρ for all homomorphisms
ρ : E → C. The composite of the CM-subfields ofQal is denotedQcm.

The setN r {0}, partially ordered by divisibility, is denotedN×. For a finite setS,
ZS = Hom(S,Z).
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For a perfect fieldk of characteristicp, W (k) is the ring of Witt vectors with coefficients
in k andB(k) is the field of fractions ofW (k). The automorphism ofW (k) inducing
x 7→ xp on the residue field is denotedσ.

For a finite extension of fieldsK ⊃ k, (Gm)K/k is the torus overk obtained fromGm

overK by restriction of scalars.
Groupoid will always mean affine transitive groupoid scheme (Deligne 1990).
For a group schemeG, a rightG-objectX, and a leftG-objectY , X ∧G Y denotes the

contracted product ofX andY , that is, the quotient ofX × Y by the diagonal action ofG,
(x, y)g = (xg, g−1y). WhenG → H is a homomorphism of group schemes,X ∧G H is
theH-object obtained fromX by extension of the structure group. In this last case, ifX is
aG-torsor, thenX ∧G H is also anH-torsor.

The notationX ≈ Y means thatX andY are isomorphic, andX ∼= Y means thatX
andY are canonically isomorphic (or that a particular isomorphism is given).

Direct and inverse limits are always with respect to directed index sets (partially ordered
setI such that, for alli, j ∈ I, there exists ak ∈ K for which i ≤ k andj ≤ k). An inverse
system isstrict if its transition maps are surjective.

For class field theory we use the sign convention that the local Artin map sends a prime
element to the Frobenius automorphism (that inducingx 7→ xq on the residue field); for
Hodge structures we use the convention thath(z) acts onV p,q aszpz̄q.

Philosophy

We adopt the following definitions.

0.1. An element of a set iswell-defined(by a property, construction, condition, etc.) when
it is uniquely determined (by the property, construction, condition etc.).

0.2. An object of a category iswell-definedwhen it is uniquely determined up to a uniquely
given isomorphism. For example, an object defined by a universal property is well-defined
in this sense. WhenX is well-defined in this sense andX ′ also has the defining property,
then each element ofX corresponds to a well-defined element ofX ′.

0.3. A category iswell-definedwhen it is uniquely determined up to a category-equivalence1

that is itself uniquely determined up to a uniquely given isomorphism. WhenC is well-
defined in this sense andC′ also has the defining property, then each object ofC corresponds
to a well-defined object ofC′.

Advice to the reader

The article has been written in logical order. The reader is advised to begin with§§5,6,7
and refer back to the earlier sections only as needed. Also, the results in§6 on the gerbe

1Recall that a category equivalence is a functorF : C → C′ for which there exists a functorG : C′ → C
and isomorphismsφ : id → GF andψ : 1 → FG such thatFφ = ψF (Bucur and Deleanu 1968, 1.6;Fφ
andψF are morphismsF → FGF ). Our condition says that ifC andC′ have the defining property, then there
is a distinguished class of equivalencesF : C → C′ and a distinguished class of equivalencesF ′ : C′ → C; if
F1 : C → C′ andF2 : C → C′ are both in the distinguished class, then there is given a (unique) isomorphism
F1 → F2.
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conjecturally attached toMot(F) require very little of the rest of the paper.
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1 Some inverse limits.

We compute somelim←−s andlim←−
1s that are needed in the rest of the paper.

Review of higher inverse limits

For an inverse system(An, un) of abelian groups indexed by(N,≤), lim←−An andlim←−
1 An

can be defined to be the kernel and cokernel respectively of

(. . . , an, . . .) 7→ (. . . , an − un+1(an+1), . . .) :
∏

nAn
1−u−−→ ∏

nAn. (1)

From the snake lemma, we see that an inverse system of short exact sequences

0 → (An) → (Bn) → (Cn) → 0

gives rise to an exact sequence

0 → lim←−An → lim←−Bn → lim←−Cn → lim←−
1An → lim←−

1Bn → lim←−
1Cn → 0. (2)

In particular,lim←− is left exact andlim←−
1 is right exact.

Recall that an inverse system(An, un)n∈N is said to satisfy the condition (ML) if, for
eachn, the decreasing chain inAn of the images of theAi for i ≥ n is eventually constant.

PROPOSITION1.1. The grouplim←−
1
n∈NAn = 0 if

(a) theAn are compact and the transition maps are continuous, or

(b) the system(An)n∈N satisfies (ML).

PROOF. Standard.2

REMARK 1.2. Consider an inverse system(An)n∈N of finite groups. Iflim←−An is infinite,
then it is uncountable. In proving this we may assume3 that the transition maps are sur-
jective. Becauselim←−An is infinite, the orders of theAn are unbounded, and the Cantor
diagonalization process can be applied.

REMARK 1.3. We shall frequently make use of the following (obvious) criterion:

lim←−An = 0 if, for all n, ∩i Im(An+i → An) = 0.

2Consider the map

(a0, . . . , an, . . . , aN+1) 7→ (. . . , an − un+1(an+1), . . .) :
∏

0≤n≤N+1An →
∏

0≤n≤NAn.

Let x = (xn)n∈N ∈
∏

n∈NAn, and letPN be the inverse image of(xn)0≤n≤N in
∏

0≤n≤N+1An. We have
to show thatlim←−PN is nonempty. The projection(an)0≤n≤N+1 7→ aN+1 : PN → AN+1 is bijective. In
case (a), thePN are compact, and so this case follows fromBourbaki 1989, I §9.6, Proposition 8. In case (b),
(PN )N∈N satisfies (ML). LetQN = ∩i Im(PN+i → PN ). Then eachQN is nonempty, and(QN )N∈N is a
strict inverse system. Hencelim←−QN is (obviously) nonempty. Aslim←−QN = lim←−PN , this proves (b).

3As in the preceding footnote.
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PROPOSITION1.4. If the inverse system(An)n∈N fails (ML) and theAn are countable, then
lim←−

1 An is uncountable.

PROOF. See, for example,Milne 2002b, 1.1b.

EXAMPLE 1.5. Let (Gn)n∈N be an inverse system of commutative affine algebraic groups
overQ with surjective transition maps. The inverse system(Gn(Q))n∈N will usually fail
(ML), and solim←−

1 Gn(Q) will usually be uncountable. IfGn contains noQ-split torus,
thenGn(A)/Gn(Q) is compact (Platonov and Rapinchuk 1994, Theorem 5.5, p260), and
so lim←−

1Gn(A)/Gn(Q) = 0; thus

lim←−
1Gn(Q) → lim←−

1Gn(A)

is surjective.

REMARK 1.6. For an arbitrary directed setI, the category of inverse systems of abelian
groups indexed byI has enough injectives, and so there are right derived functorslim←−

i

I
of

lim←−I
(Jensen 1972, §1). ForI = (N,≤), they agree with those defined above (ibid. p13).

If J is a cofinal subset ofJ , thenlim←−
i

J
Aα

∼= lim←−
i

I
Aα. This is obvious fori = 0 and it

follows for a generali by the usual derived-functor argument (cf. ibid. 1.9 and statement
p12). If (I,≤) is a countable directed set, thenI contains a cofinal subset isomorphic to
(N,≤) or to a finite segment of(N,≤). In the first case, the above statements apply to
inverse systems indexed byI.

EXERCISE 1.7. For an abelian groupA, let (A,m) denote the inverse system indexed by
N×

· · · ← A
n

m← A
mn

← · · · .

Show:

(a) lim←−(A,m) = 0 = lim←−
1(A,m) if NA = 0 for some integerN ;

(b) lim←−(Z, m) = 0, lim←−
1(Z,m) ∼= Ẑ/Z;

(c) lim←−(Q/Z,m) ∼= Af , lim←−
1(Q/Z,m) = 0. [Hint: Regard(Q/Z,m) as the projective

system(Q/mZ, 1), and note thatQ/Z ∼= ⊕Q`/Z`.]

Notations from class field theory

For a number fieldL, U(L) is the group of units in the ring of integers ofL, I(L) is the
group of fractional ideals, andI(L) is the group of id̀eles. For a modulusm of L, Cm(L)
is the ray class group, andHm(L) is the corresponding ray class field. Whenm = 1, we
omit it from the notation. Thus,C(L) is the usual ideal class group andH(L) is the Hilbert
class field.
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For a finite extensionL/F of number fields and modulim of F andn of L such that
m|NmL/F (n), there is a commutative diagram

Cn(L)
∼=−−−→ Gal(Hn(L)/L)yNmL/F

yσ 7→σ|Hm(F )

Cm(F )
∼=−−−→ Gal(Hm(F )/F )

(3)

(Tate 1967, 3.2, p166). The horizontal isomorphisms are defined by the Artin symbols
(−, Hn(L)/L) and(−, Hm(F )/F ).

Inverse systems indexed by fields

1.8. LetF be an infinite set of subfields ofQal such that

(a) each field inF is of finite degree overQ;

(b) the composite of any two fields inF is again inF .

Then(F ,⊂) is a directed set admitting a cofinal subset isomorphic to(N,≤). For such a
setF , the norm maps define inverse systems(F×)F∈F , (I(F ))F∈F , etc..

EXAMPLE 1.9. (a) The set of all totally real fields inQal of finite degree overQ satisfies
(1.8a,b). If f ∈ R[X] is monic withdeg(f) distinct real roots, then any monic polynomial
in R[X] sufficiently close tof will have the same property (because any quadratic factor of
it will have discriminant> 0). From this it is easy to construct many totally real extensions
of Q. For example, Krasner’s lemma shows that, for any finite extensionL of Qp, there
exists a finite totally real extensionF of Q contained inL such that[F : Q] = [L : Qp] and
F · Qp = L. Also, a standard argument in Galois theory can be modified to show that, for
all n, there exist totally real fields with Galois groupSn overQ (Wei 1993, 1.6.7).

(b) The set of all CM fields inQal of finite degree overQ satisfies (1.8a,b). Letd ∈ Z,
d > 0. For any totally real fieldF , F [

√−d] is a CM-field, and every CM-field containing√−d is of this form. AsF runs over the totally real subfields ofQal, F [
√−d] runs over a

cofinal set of CM-subfields ofQal.

The inverse system(C(K))

PROPOSITION1.10. LetF be the set of totally real fields inQal of finite degree overQ.
Thenlim←− FC(F ) = 0.

PROOF. The Hilbert class fieldH(F ) of a totally real fieldF is again totally real, and
diagram (3) shows that, for any totally real fieldL containingH(F ), the norm mapC(L) →
C(F ) is zero. Therefore,lim←−C(F ) = 0 by (1.3).

PROPOSITION1.11. Let F be the set of CM-fields inQal of finite degree overQ. Then
lim←− FC(K) is uncountable.
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Let K be a CM-field with largest real subfieldK+. Letm be a modulus forK such that
ιKm = m and the exponent of any finite prime ramified inK/K+ is even. Thenm is the
extension toK of a unique modulusm+ for K+ such that(m+)∞ = 1. This last condition
implies thatHm+(K+)∩K = K+, and so the norm mapCm(K) → Cm+(K+) is surjective
(apply (3)). DefineC−

m (K) by the exact sequence

0 → C−
m (K) −−−→ Cm(K)

NmK/K+−−−−−→ Cm+(K+) → 0. (4)

LEMMA 1.12. With the above notations, any CM-subfieldL of Hm(K) containingK is
fixed by the subgroup2 · C−

m (K) of Cm(K), i.e.,2 · C−
m (K) ↪→ Gal(Hm(K)/L).

PROOF. We shall need the general fact:

(*). Let L/F be a finite Galois extension of number fields, and letτ be a
homomorphismL → Qal. For any prime idealP of L unramified inL/F ,

(τP, τL/τF ) = τ ◦ (P, L/F ) ◦ τ−1

(equality of Artin symbols). In particular, ifL/F is abelian,τL = L, and
τF = F , then for any prime idealp of F unramified inL, (τp, L/F ) =
τ ◦ (p, L/F ) ◦ τ−1.

BecauseιKm = m, Hm(K) is stable underι, and hence is Galois overK+. The Galois
closure ofL overK+ will again be CM, and so we may assumeL to be Galois overK+.
Let H be the subgroup ofCm(K) fixing L, and consider the diagram

0 −−−→ Cm(K) −−−→ Gal(Hm(K)/K+) −−−→ Gal(K/K+) −−−→ 0y
y

∥∥∥
0 −−−→ Cm(K)/H −−−→ Gal(L/K+) −−−→ Gal(K/K+) −−−→ 0

in which we have used the reciprocity map to replaceGal(Hm(K)/K) with Cm(K). Ac-
cording to (*), the action ofGal(K/K+) = 〈ιK〉 onCm(K) defined by the upper sequence
is the natural action. BecauseL is a CM-field, the action ofιK on Cm(K)/H defined by
the lower sequence is trivial. The composite of the maps

Cm(K)
NmK/K+−−−−−→ Cm+(K+) −−−→ Cm(K)

is c 7→ c · ιc, and soιK acts as−1 onC−
m (K). ThusH ⊃ 2C−

m (K).

For a finite abelian groupA, let A(odd) denote the subgroup of elements of odd order
in A. Note that

C(K)(odd) ∼= C−(K)(odd)⊕ C(K+)(odd). (5)

LEMMA 1.13. For any CM-fieldL containingK, the norm map

C−(L)(odd) → C−(K)(odd)

is surjective.
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PROOF. The norm limitation theorem (Tate 1967, p202, paragraph 3) and (5) allow us
to assume thatL is abelian overK. Therefore, we may supposeL ⊂ Hm(K) for some
modulusm as above. Moreover, we may suppose thatL is the largest CM-subfield of
Hm(K). The fieldHm+(K+) ·K is CM, and so is contained inL. The fieldHm+(L+) · L
is also CM, and so

(Hm+(L+) · L) ∩Hm(K) = L. (6)

Consider the diagram (cf. (3))

C−
m (L)

∼=−−−→ Gal(Hm(L)/Hm+(L+) · L)yNmL/K

yσ 7→σ|Hm(K)

C−
m (K)

∼=−−−→ Gal(Hm(K)/Hm+(K+) ·K)

According to (6), the image ofσ 7→ σ|Hm(K) is Gal(Hm(K)/L), and so by (1.12) the
image ofNmL/K contains2 · C−

m (K). Therefore,NmL/K : C−
m (L)(odd) → C−

m (K)(odd)
is surjective, which implies the similar statement without them’s.

PROOF OFPROPOSITION1.11. As lim←−C(K+) = 0 (1.10), the inverse system of exact
sequences (4) gives an isomorphism

lim←−C−(K) ∼= lim←−C(K).

Because of (1.13), for every CM-fieldK0, the projection

lim←−C−(K)(odd) → C−(K0)(odd)

is surjective. An irregular primel divides the order ofC−(Q[ζl]) (Washington 1997, 5.16,
p62). Therefore the order of the profinite grouplim←−C−(K)(odd) is divisible by every
irregular prime. Since there are infinitely many irregular primes (ibid. 5.17), this implies
that lim←−C−(K)(odd) is infinite and hence uncountable.4

The inverse system(K×/U(K))

LEMMA 1.14. For any setF satisfying (1.8a,b), there is an exact sequence

0 → lim←− FF×/U(F ) → lim←− FI(F ) → lim←− FC(F ) → lim←−
1
FF×/U(F ) → lim←−

1
FI(F ) → 0.

PROOF. Because the groupsC(F ) are finite,lim←−
1C(F ) = 0 (1.1), and so this is the exact

sequence (2) attached to the inverse system of short exact sequences

0 → F×/U(F ) → I(F ) → C(F ) → 0.

4Let h−K be the order ofC−(K) (the relative class number). According to the Brauer-Siegel theorem, as
K ranges over CM number fields of a given degree,h−K is asymptotic tolog(

√
dK/dK+) and goes to infinity

with dK (the discriminant ofK). The Generalized Riemann Hypothesis implies a similar statement for the
exponents of the class groups (Louboutin and Okasaki 2003).
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LEMMA 1.15. LetF be the set of totally real fields inQal of finite degree overQ. Then

lim←− FF× = 0 (7)

lim←− FI(F ) ∼= lim←− F(F ⊗Q R)× (8)

lim←− FF×/U(F ) = 0, (9)

lim←−
1
FF×/U(F ) ∼= lim←−

1
FI(F ). (10)

Moreover,lim←−
1
FF×/U(F ) is uncountable.

PROOF. The equality (8) follows from the discussion (1.9) and the fact that a nonar-
chimedean local field has no universal norms. Equality (8) implies (7) because a global
norm is a local norm.

An ideala = pm · · · ∈ I(F ), m 6= 0, will not be in the image of

NmL/F : I(L) → I(F )

onceL is so large that none of the residue class degrees of the primes abovep dividesm. It
follows thatlim←− I(F ) = 0 and that(I(F ))F∈F fails (ML). Thus, (1.14) proves (9) and that
there is an exact sequence

0 → lim←−C(F ) → lim←−
1F×/U(F ) → lim←−

1I(F ) → 0.

But lim←−C(F ) = 0 (1.10) and solim←−
1 F×/U(F ) ∼= lim←−

1 I(F ), which is uncountable (1.1).

LEMMA 1.16. LetF be the set of CM-subfields ofQal of finite degree overQ. Then

lim←− FK× = 0 (11)

lim←− FI(K) ∼= lim←− F(K ⊗Q R)× (12)

lim←− FK×/U(K) = 0 (13)

and there is an exact sequence

0 → lim←− FC(K) → lim←−
1
FK×/U(K) → lim←−

1
FI(K) → 0. (14)

PROOF. The proofs of (11), (12), and (13) are similar to those of the corresponding equal-
ities in (1.15). In particular,lim←− I(K) = 0, and so (14) follows from1.14.

The inverse system(K×/K×
+)

LetF be the set of CM fields inQal of finite degree overQ.

LEMMA 1.17. The quotient map

lim←−
1
FK×/K×

+ → lim←−
1
F(K×/U(K) ·K×

+)

is an isomorphism.
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PROOF. The homomorphismU(K+) → U(K) has finite cokernel, and so

lim←−
1U(K+) → lim←−

1U(K)

is surjective. Now the statement follows from the diagram

lim←−
1U(K+) −−−→ lim←−

1K×
+ −−−→ lim←−

1K×
+/U(K+) −−−→ 0y

y
y

lim←−
1U(K) −−−→ lim←−

1K× −−−→ lim←−
1K×/U(K) −−−→ 0y

y
y

0 −−−→ lim←−
1K×/K×

+ −−−→ lim←−
1K×/U(K) ·K×

+y
y

0 0 .

LEMMA 1.18. The quotient map

lim←−
1
FI(K)/I(K+) → lim←−

1
FI(K)/I(K+)

is an isomorphism.

PROOF. For a number fieldL, let V (L) denote the kernel ofI(L) → I(L). Let r =
[K+ : Q]. ThenV (K+) ≈ (R×)r × {compact} andV (K) ≈ (C×)r × {compact}, and so
V (K)/V (K+) is compact. Therefore,lim←−

1 V (K)/V (K+) = 1 by (1.1a), and the limit of
the exact sequences

0 → V (K)/V (K+) → I(K)/I(K+) → I(K)/I(K+) → 0

gives the required isomorphism.

PROPOSITION1.19. There is an exact sequence

0 → lim←− FC(K) → lim←−
1
FK×/K×

+ → lim←−
1
FI(K)/I(K+) → 0.

PROOF. Lemmas1.15and1.16show that the rows in

0 −−−→ lim←−
1
FK×

+/U(K+) −−−→ lim←−
1
FI(K+) −−−→ 0y
y

0 −−−→ lim←− FC(K) −−−→ lim←−
1
FK×/U(K) −−−→ lim←−

1
FI(K) −−−→ 0

are exact, from which we deduce an exact sequence

0 → lim←− FC(K) → lim←−
1
F(K×/U(K) ·K×

+) → lim←−
1
FI(K)/I(K+) → 0.

Now (1.17) and (1.18) allow us to replace the last two terms withlim←−
1
FK×/K×

+ and
lim←−

1
FI(K)/I(K+).
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The inverse system(K(w)×/K(w)×+)

Fix a finite primew of Qal, and writewL (or justw) for the prime it defines on a subfieldL
of Qal. For anL that is Galois overQ, let D(wL) denote the decomposition group, and let
L(w) = LD(wL). For a systemF satisfying (1.8) and whose members are Galois overQ,
we define(L(w)×)L∈F to be the inverse system with transition maps

(
NmL′(w)/L(w)

)[L′w : Lw]
: L′(w)× → L(w)×.

We define the inverse systems(C(L(w)))F∈F , (I(L(w))F∈F , etc., similarly.

PROPOSITION1.20. LetF be the set of totally real fields inQal of finite degree and Galois
overQ. Then

lim←− F(C(F (w)) = 0

and the map
lim←−

1
FF (w)×/U(F (w)) → lim←−

1
FI(F (w))

is an isomorphism.

PROOF. Letm be the exponent ofC(F (w)). TheF ′ inF such thatF ′ ⊃ F andm|[F ′
w : Fw]

form a cofinal subset ofF .5 For such anF ′, the map
(
NmF ′(w)/F (w)

)[F ′w : Fw]
: C(F ′(w)) → C(F (w))

is zero, and solim←− F(C(F (w)) = 0 by the criterion (1.3). The second statement now
follows from (1.14).

PROPOSITION1.21. LetF be the set of CM fields inQal of finite degree and Galois over
Q. Then

lim←− FC(K(w)) = 0 (15)

and

lim←−
1
FK(w)×/U(K(w)) ∼= lim←−

1
FI(K(w)) (16)

lim←−
1
FK(w)×/K(w)×+ ∼= lim←−

1
FK(w)×/U(K(w)) ·K(w)×+ (17)

lim←−
1
FI(K(w))/I(K(w)+) ∼= lim←−

1
FI(K(w))/I(K(w)+) (18)

lim←−
1
FK(w)×/K(w)×+ ∼= lim←−

1
FI(K(w))/I(K(w)+). (19)

PROOF. The proof of (15) is similar to that of (1.20) (cf. 1.9b), and (16) then follows from
(1.14). The proofs of (16) and (17) are similar to those of (1.17) and (1.18). For (19), the
horizontal arrows in the commutative diagram

lim←−
1
FK(w)×+/U(K(w)+)

∼=−−−→ lim←−
1
FI(K(w)+)y

y
lim←−

1
FK(w)×/U(K(w))

∼=−−−→ lim←−
1
FI(K(w)).

5Let f0 be a monic polynomial inQ[X] whose splitting field isF ; let L be a finite extension ofFw such
that m|[L : Fw], and writeL ≈ Qp[X]/(g(X)) with g monic; choose a monicf ∈ Q[X] such thatf is
closew-adically tog and really close to a monic polynomial that splits overR; then, by Krasner’s lemma, the
splitting fieldF ′0 of f0 · f will have the required property, as will any field inF containgF ′0.
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are isomorphisms by Proposition1.20and (15). Thus,

lim←−
1
F(K(w)×/U(K(w)) ·K(w)×+) ∼= lim←−

1
FI(K(w))/I(K(w)+),

and (1.21b) and (1.21c) allow us to replace the terms withlim←−
1
FK(w)×/K(w)×+ andlim←−

1
FI(K(w))/I(K(w)+).

Conclusions

PROPOSITION1.22. LetF be the set of CM fields inQal of finite degree and Galois over
Q. In the diagram,

lim←−
1

F K(w)×/K(w)×+ −−−→ lim←−
1

F I(K(w))/I(K(w)+yc

y
lim←−

1

F K×/K×
+

d−−−→ lim←−
1

F I(K)/I(K+),

Ker(d ◦ c) = 0 andKer(d) ∼= lim←−C(K).

PROOF. The second statement is proved in (1.19). Since the top horizontal arrow is an iso-
morphism (19), for the first statement, it suffices to show that right vertical map is injective.
Because of (1.18) and (18), this is equivalent to showing that

lim←−
1I(K(w))/I(K(w)+) → lim←−

1I(K)/I(K+)

is injective. From the exact sequence (2) attached to

0 → I(K(w))/I(K(w)+) → I(K)/I(K+) → I(K)/ (I(K+) + I(K(w))) → 0

we see that it suffices to show that

lim←− I(K)/ (I(K+) + I(K(w))) = 0.

Let a ∈ I(K) represent a nonzero element ofI(K)/ (I(K+) + I(K(w))). For somem,
a /∈ I(K+) + I(K(w)) + mI(K). There exists aK ′ ∈ F containingK and such that,
for every primev′ of K ′ lying over the same prime ofK+ or K(w) as a primev of K for
which thev-component ofa is nonzero,m divides the residue class degreef(v′/v). For
such aK ′, a /∈ I(K+) + I(K(w)) + Nm I(K ′).6 Thus,lim←− I(K)/I(K+) · I(K(w)) = 0
by the criterion (1.3).

6Define an equivalence relation on the finite primes ofK as follows: v ∼ v′ if v|K+ = v′|K+ or
v|K(w) = v′|K(w). ThenI(K)/(I(K+) + I(K(w)) decomposes into a direct sum over the equivalences
classes. To obtain the statement, consider a direct summand for which the component ofa is nonzero.
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2 The cohomology of protori

Throughout this section,k is a field of characteristic zero,kal is an algebraic closure ofk,
andΓ = Gal(kal/k).

Review of affine group schemes

2.1. Every affine group scheme overk is the inverse limit of a strict inverse system of
algebraic groups (Demazure and Gabriel 1970, III, §3, 7.5, p355).

2.2. An affine group schemeG overk defines a sheaf̃G : U 7→ G(U) on (Spec k)fpqc , and
the functorG 7→ G̃ is fully faithful (ibid. III, §1, 3.3, p297). WhenN is an affine normal
subgroup scheme ofG, the quotient sheaf̃G/Ñ is in the essential image of the functor
(ibid. III, §3, 7.2, p353).

2.3. Let (Gα)α∈I be an inverse system of affine group schemes overk.7 The inverse limit
G = lim←−Gα in the category ofk-schemes (soG(S) = lim←−Gα(S) for all k-schemesS)
is an affine group scheme, and is the inverse limit in the category of affine group schemes
(ibid. III, §3, 7.5, p355). Note that̃G = lim←− G̃α.8

2.4. The category of commutative affine group schemes overk is abelian. A sequence

0 → A
a→ B

b→ C → 0

is exact if and only ifA → B is a closed immersion,B → C is fully faithful, anda : A →
B is a kernel ofb (ibid. III, §3, 7.4, p355). The category is pro-artinian, and so inverse
limits of exact sequences are exact (ibid. V,§2, 2, pp563–5).

2.5. The functorG 7→ G̃ from the category of commutative affine group schemes overk
to the category of sheaves of commutative groups on(Spec k)fpqc is exact (left exactness is
obvious, and right exactness follows from2.2).

2.6. We say that an affine group schemeG is separable9 if the set of affine normal sub-
groupsN of G for which G/N algebraic is countable. Such aG is the inverse limit of a
strict inverse system of algebraic groups indexed by(N,≤) (apply2.1).

Continuous cohomology

Let T be a separable protorus overk. Then

T (kal) = lim←−Q(kal)

7Recall (Notations) that this means directed inverse system.
8Recall that to form an inverse limit in the category of sheaves, form the inverse limit in the category of

presheaves (this is the obvious object), and then the resulting presheaf is a sheaf and is the inverse limit in the
category of sheaves.

9Compare: a topological space is said to be separable if it has a countable dense subset; a profinite group
G is separable if and only if the set of its open subgroups is countable, in which caseG is the limit of a strict
inverse system of finite groups indexed by(N,≤).
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whereQ runs over the algebraic quotients ofT . Endow each groupQ(kal) with the discrete
topology, and endowT (kal) with the inverse limit topology. DefineHr

cts(k, T ) to be therth
cohomology group of the complex

· · · → Cr(Γ, T )
dr−→ Cr+1(Γ, T ) → · · ·

whereCr(Γ, T ) is the group of continuous mapsΓr → T (kal) anddr is the usual bound-
ary map (see, for example,Tate 1976, §2). Note that, ifT = lim←−n

Tn, thenCr(Γ, T ) =
lim←−n

Cr(Γ, Tn).
WhenT is a torus,Hr

cts(k, T ) is the usual Galois cohomology group

Hr
cts(k, T ) = Hr(Γ, T (kal)) = lim−→Hr(ΓK/k, T (K))

(limit over the finite Galois extensionsK of k contained inkal; ΓK/k = Gal(K/k)). In this
case, we usually omit the subscript “cts”.

LEMMA 2.7. Let
0 → T ′ → T → T ′′ → 0 (20)

be the limit of a short exact sequence of countable strict inverse systems of tori. Then the
sequence of complexes

0 → C•(Γ, T ′) → C•(Γ, T ) → C•(Γ, T ′′) → 0 (21)

is exact, and so gives rise to a long exact sequence

· · · → Hr
cts(k, T ′) → Hr

cts(k, T ) → Hr
cts(k, T ′′) → Hr+1

cts (k, T ′) → · · · .

PROOF. By assumption, (20) is the inverse limit of a system

...
...

...

0 −−−→ T ′
n+1 −−−→ Tn+1 −−−→ T ′′

n+1 −−−→ 0yonto

yonto

yonto

0 −−−→ T ′
n −−−→ Tn −−−→ T ′′

n −−−→ 0
...

...
...

Because the transition mapsT ′
n+1(k

al) → T ′
n(kal) are surjective, the limit of the short exact

sequences
0 → T ′

n(kal) → Tn(kal) → T ′′
n (kal) → 0

is an exact sequence
0 → T ′(kal) → T (kal) → T ′′(kal) → 0

(1.1(b)). To show that (21) is exact, it suffices to show that

(a) the topology onT ′(kal) is induced from that onT (kal);
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(b) the mapT (kal) → T ′′(kal) has a continuous section (not necessarily a homomor-
phism).

The topology on an inverse limit is that inherited by it as a subset of the product. Thus
(a) follows from the similar statement for products (Bourbaki 1989, I 4.1, Corollary to
Proposition 3, p46). As all the groups in the diagram

Tn(kal) −−−→ T ′′
n (kal)x
x

Tn+1(k
al) −−−→ T ′′

n+1(k
al)

are discrete and all the maps surjective, it is possible to successively choose compatible
sections to the mapsTn(kal) → T ′′

n (kal). Their limit is the section required for (b).

PROPOSITION2.8. Let T be a separable protorus overk, and write it as the limitT =
lim←−n

Tn of a strict inverse system of tori. For eachr ≥ 0, there is an exact sequence

0 → lim←−
1Hr−1(k, Tn) → Hr

cts(k, T ) → lim←−Hr(k, Tn) → 0.

PROOF. The mapTn+1(k
al) → Tn(kal) is surjective, and admits a continuous section be-

causeTn(kal) is discrete. HenceCr(Γ, Tn+1) → Cr(Γ, Tn) is surjective. Thus, by (1.1),

lim←−
1Cr(Γ, Tn) = 0,

and so we can apply the next lemma to the inverse system of complexes(C•(Γ, Tn))n∈N.

LEMMA 2.9. Let (C•
n)n∈N be an inverse system of complexes of abelian groups such that

lim←−
1

n
Cr

n = 0 for all r. Then there is a canonical exact sequence

0 → lim←−
1
nHr−1(C•

n) → Hr(lim←−C•
n) → lim←−Hr(C•

n) → 0. (22)

PROOF. This is a standard result. [The conditionlim←−
1

n
Cr

n = 0 implies that the sequence of
complexes

...
...

...y
y

y
0 −−−→ lim←−n

Cr
n −−−→ ∏

n Cr
n

1−u−−−→ ∏
n Cr

n −−−→ 0y
y

y
0 −−−→ lim←−n

Cr+1
n −−−→ ∏

n Cr+1
n

1−u−−−→ ∏
n Cr+1

n −−−→ 0y
y

y
...

...
...

is exact (the maps1− u are as in (1)). The associated long exact sequence is

· · · 1−u−−→ ∏
nH

r−1(C•
n) → Hr(lim←−C•

n) → ∏
nHr(C•

n)
1−u−−→ ∏

nHr(C•
n) → · · · ,

which gives (22).]
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LEMMA 2.10. For a separable protorusT , H1
fpqc(k, T ) ∼= H1

cts(k, T ).

PROOF. The groupH1
fpqc(k, T ) is canonically isomorphic to the group of isomorphism

classes of torsors forT (Giraud 1971, III 3.5.4, p169). LetP be such a torsor. Because
T is separable, it is the limit of a strict inverse system(Tn)n∈N, and correspondinglyP
is the inverse limitP = lim←−Pn of the strict inverse system(Pn)n∈N =

(
P ∧T Tn

)
n∈N.

The setP (kal) = lim←−Pn(kal) is nonempty. Choose ap ∈ P (kal), and forσ ∈ Γ write
σp = p · aσ(P ) with aσ(P ) ∈ T (kal). Thenσ 7→ aσ(P ) is a cocycle, which is continuous
because its projection to eachTn(kal) is continuous, and its class inH1

cts(k, T ) depends only
on the isomorphism class ofP . The map

[P ] 7→ [aσ(P )] : H1
fpqc(k, T ) → H1

cts(k, T )

is easily seen to be injective, and the flat descent theorems show that it is surjective. (See
Milne 2002b, 1.20, for a slightly different proof.)

EXAMPLE 2.11. Define the universal covering̃T of a torusT to be the inverse limit of the
inverse system indexed byN×

· · · ← T
n

m← T
mn

← · · · .

Then, with the notations of (1.7), there is an exact sequence

0 → lim←−
1(Hr−1(k, T ),m) → Hr(k, T̃ ) → lim←−(Hr(k, T ),m) → 0.

For any torusT overQ, T̃ (Q) = 0 (e.g.,Milne 1994, 3.16).10 For any torusT overQ such
thatT (R) is compact,T̃ (Af ) = 0 (ibid. 3.21).11

REMARK 2.12. Let T be a separable torus,T = lim←−n
Tn, over an algebraically closed field

k. Then the mapsTn+1(k) → Tn(k) are surjective, and solim←−
1 Tn(k) = 0. Moreover,

H i(k, Tn) = 0 for all n and alli > 0, and soH i(k, T ) = 0 for all i > 0.

Adèlic cohomology

We now takek = Q, so thatΓ = Gal(Qal/Q). For a finite setS of primes ofQ, AS is
the restricted product of theQl for l /∈ S, and for a finite number fieldL, AS

L = L⊗Q AS.
WhenS is empty, we omit it from the notation.

For a torusT overQ, define

Hr(AS, T ) = lim−→
L

Hr(ΓL/Q, T (AS
L))

(limit over the finite Galois extensionsL of Q contained inQal).

10An element ofT̃ (Q) is a family (an)n≥1, an ∈ T (Q), such thatan = (amn)m. In particular,an is
infinitely divisible. If T = (Gm)L/Q, thenT (Q) = L×, and∩L×m = 1. Every torusT can be embedded in
a product of tori of the form(Gm)L/Q, and so again∩T (Q)m = 1.

11First,T (Q) is discrete inT (A): let k be a finite splitting field forT ; thenT (k) is discrete inT (Ak) by
algebraic number theory; now use thatT (Q) = T (k) ∩ T (AQ).

The hypothesis implies thatT (Af )/T (Q) is compact. Therefore, for any choice ofZ-structure onT , the
mapT (Ẑ) → T (Af )/T (Q) has finite kernel and cokernel. Now use that∩T (Ẑ)

m
= 1.
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PROPOSITION2.13. Let T be a torus overQ. For all r ≥ 1, there is a canonical isomor-
phism

Hr(AS, T ) ∼= ⊕l /∈SHr(Ql, T ) .

PROOF. Let L/Q be a finite Galois extension. For each primel of Q, choose a primev of
L lying over it, and setLl = Lv. Then

Hr(ΓLl/Ql
, T (Ll))

df
= Hr(ΓLv/Ql

, T (Lv))

is independent of the choice ofv up to a canonical isomorphism (i.e., it is well-defined).
Moreover,

Hr(ΓL/Q, T (AS
L)) ∼= ⊕l /∈SHr(Ll/Ql, T (Ll))

(Platonov and Rapinchuk 1994, Proposition 6.7, p298). Now pass to the direct limit over
L.

COROLLARY 2.14. A short exact sequence

0 → T ′ → T → T ′′ → 0

of tori gives rise to a long exact sequence

· · · → Hr(AS, T ′) → Hr(AS, T ) → Hr(AS, T ′′) → Hr+1(AS, T ′) → · · · .

PROOF. Take the direct sum of the cohomology sequences over theQl and apply the propo-
sition.

For a torusT , let

T (ĀS) = lim−→
L

T (AS
L), (limit over L ⊂ Qal with [L : Q] < ∞),

and, for a separable protorusT , let

T (ĀS)= lim←−Q(ĀS), (limit over the algebraic quotients ofT ).

Endow eachQ(ĀS) with the discrete topology andT (ĀS) with the inverse limit topology,
and define

Hr(AS, T ) = Hr(Γ, T (ĀS))

whereHr(Γ, T (ĀS)) is computed using continuous cochains (profinite topology onΓ).
WhenT is a torus, this coincides with the previous definition.

PROPOSITION2.15. LetT be a separable protorus overQ.

(a) There is a canonical homomorphism

H1(Q, T ) → H1(AS, T ).
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(b) Write T as the limit of a strict inverse system of tori,T = lim←−Tn. For eachr ≥ 0,
there is a canonical exact sequence

0 → lim←−
1Tn(AS) → H1(AS, T ) → lim←−H1(AS, Tn) → 0.

PROOF. (a) For each algebraic quotientQ of T , Q(Qal) ↪→ Q(ĀS) is continuous (both
groups are discrete), and hence the inverse limitT (Qal) → T (ĀS) of these homomorphisms
is continuous.

(b) The mapTn+1(ĀS) → Tn(ĀS) is surjective (in fact,Tn+1(AS
L) → Tn(AS

L) will
be surjective onceL is large enough to splitT ), and admits a continuous section because
Tn(ĀS) is discrete, and so the proof of (2.8) applies.

REMARK 2.16. For any finite setS of primes ofQ,

T (Ā) ∼= T (ĀS)× T ((
∏

l∈S

Ql)⊗Qal)

is a topological group, and so

Hr(A, T ) ∼= Hr(AS, T )×∏
l∈SHr(Ql, T ).

REMARK 2.17. Let T = lim←−(Tn, un) be a separable pro-torus overQ. It may happen that
eachTn satisfies the Hasse principle butT does not. In this case, we get a diagram

0 −−−→ lim←−
1
nTn(Q) −−−→ H1(Q, T ) −−−→ lim←−n

H1(Q, Tn) −−−→ 0ya

yb

yc

0 −−−→ lim←−
1
nTn(A) −−−→ H1(A, T ) −−−→ lim←− nH

1(A, Tn) −−−→ 0

in which c is injective and
Ker(a) ∼= Ker(b) 6= 0.

Let (tn) be an element of
∏

Tn(Q) that is not in the image of1 − u on
∏

Tn(Q) but is in
the image of1− u on

∏
Tn(A). Then

P = lim←− (Tn, un · tn−1)

is a nontrivialT -torsor under overQ that becomes trivial overA.
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3 The cohomology of the Serre and Weil-number protori.

Throughout this section,Qal is the algebraic closure ofQ in C, Γ = Gal(Qal/Q), andF is
the set of CM-subfieldsK of Qal, finite and Galois overQ.

The Serre protorusS.

ForK ∈ F , the Serre groupSK for K is the quotient of(Gm)K/Q such that

X∗(SK) =
{
f : ΓK/Q → Z | f(σ) + f(ισ) is constant

}
.

The constant value off(σ) + f(ισ) is called the weight off . There is an exact sequence

0 → (Gm)K+/Q
(incl.,Nm−1

F/Q)

−−−−−−−→ (Gm)K/Q ×Gm → SK → 0 (23)

of tori overQ corresponding to the exact sequence

0 −−−→ X∗(SK)
f 7→−−−−−→

(f,wt(f))
ZΓK/Q ⊕ Z (f,m) 7→−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

f |ΓK+/Q−m
P

σ∈ΓK+/Q σ
ZΓK+/Q −−−→ 0

of character groups. The mapsNmK′/K × id induce homomorphismsSK′ → SK , and the
Serre group is defined to be

S = lim←−F
SK .

LEMMA 3.1. For K ∈ F , there are exact sequences

0 → H1(Q, SK) → Br(K+) → Br(K)⊕ Br(Q) → H2(Q, SK) → 0

0 → H1(A, SK) → ⊕l Br((K+)l) → ⊕l Br(Kl)⊕⊕l Br(Ql) → H2(A, SK) → 0.

(The subscriptl denotes−⊗Ql.)

PROOF. Except for the zero at right, the exactness of the first sequence follows from (23)
and Hilbert’s Theorem 90, but a theorem of Tate (Milne 1986, I 4.21, p80) shows that

H3(K+,Gm) ∼= ⊕v realH
3((K+)v,Gm),

andH3(R,Gm) ∼= H1(R,Gm) = 0 (periodicity of the cohomology of finite cyclic groups).
The proof that the second sequence is exact is similar.

PROPOSITION3.2. For K ∈ F ,

H1(Q, SK)
∼=→ H1(A, SK),

H2(Q, SK) ↪→ H2(A, SK).
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PROOF. Apply Lemma3.1and the snake lemma to the diagram,

0 −−−→ Br(K+) −−−→ ⊕l Br((K+)l) −−−→ Q/Z −−−→ 0y
y

yx7→(2x,x)

0 −−−→ Br(K)⊕ Br(Q) −−−→ ⊕l Br(Kl)⊕⊕l Br(Ql) −−−→ Q/Z⊕Q/Z −−−→ 0

in which the subscriptl denotes−⊗Ql. For the vertical map at right we have used that

invE ◦Res = [E : F ] · invF

invF ◦Cor = invE

for an extensionF ⊂ E; seeSerre 1962, XI §2, Proposition 1.

PROPOSITION3.3. There is a canonical commutative diagram

0 −−−→ Q× −−−→ S(Q) −−−→ lim←−
1K×

+y
y

y
0 −−−→ A× × lim←−

(K+⊗C)×

(K+⊗R)× −−−→ S(A) −−−→ lim←−
1I(K+)

and a canonical exact sequence

0 → lim←− FC(K) → lim←−
1
FSK(Q) → lim←−

1
FSK(A) → 0.

PROOF. From (23), we obtain an inverse system of exact sequences

0 → K×
+ → K× ×Q× → SK(Q) → 0,

and hence an exact sequence (1.15, 1.16),

0 → Q× → S(Q) → lim←−
1K×

+ → lim←−
1K× → lim←−

1SK(Q) → 0. (24)

Similarly, there is an exact sequence

0 → A× × lim←−
(K+ ⊗ C)×

(K+ ⊗ R)×
→ S(A) → lim←−

1I(K+) → lim←−
1I(K) → lim←−

1SK(A) → 0.

(25)
From these sequences, we obtain the commutative diagram and isomorphisms

lim←−
1
(
K×/K×

+

) ∼= lim←−
1SK(Q)

lim←−
1 (I(K)/I(K+)) ∼= lim←−

1SK(A),

and so the exact sequence follows from Proposition1.19.
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The Weil-number protorus P

We now fix ap-adic primew of Qal, and we writewK (or w) for the prime it induces on a
subfieldK of Qal. The completion(Qal)w of Qal at w is algebraically closed,12 and we let
Qal

p denote the algebraic closure ofQp in (Qal)w. Its residue field, which we denoteF, is an
algebraic closure ofFp.

A Weil pn-numberis an algebraic numberπ for which there exists an integerm (the
weightof π) such thatρπ · ρπ = (pn)m for all ρ : Q[π] → C . Let W (pn) be the set of all
Weil pn-numbers inQal. It is an abelian group, and forn|n′, π 7→ πn′/n is a homomorphism
W (pn) → W (pnn′). Define

W = lim−→W (pn).

There is an action ofGal(Qal/Q) on W , andP is defined to be the protorus overQ such
that

X∗(P ) = W .

Forπ ∈ W (pn) and ap-adic primev of a finite number field containingπ, define

sπ(v) =
ordv(π)

ordv(pn)
.

Thensπ(v) is well-defined forπ ∈ W , i.e., it does not depend on the choice of a represen-
tative ofπ.

Let K be a CM field inQal, finite and Galois overQ. DefineWK to be the set ofπ ∈ W
having a representative inK and such that

fK
π (v)

df
= sπ(v) · [Kv : Qp] ∈ Z

for all p-adic primes ofK, and definePK to be the torus overQ such that

X∗(PK) = WK .

Then
W = lim−→F

WK , P = lim←−F
PK .

Let X andY respectively be the sets ofp-adic primes ofK andK+. Then (e.g.,Milne
2001, A.6), there is an exact sequence

0 −−−→ WK π 7→−−−−−−→
(fK

π ,wt(π))
ZX × Z (f,m)7→−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

f |Y−n(wK)·m·Pv∈Y v
ZY −−−→ 0 (26)

wheren(wK) is the local degree[Kw : Qp]. Using the fixedp-adic primew, we can
identify X with ΓK/Q/D(wK) andY with ΓK+/Q/D(wK+), in which case (26) becomes
the sequence of character groups of an exact sequence

0 −−−→ (Gm)K(w)+/Q

�
incl.

Nm−n(wK )

�
−−−−−−−−→ (Gm)K(w)/Q ×Gm −−−→ PK −−−→ 0. (27)

12If not, there is a monic irreducible polynomialf of degree> 1 in (Qal)w[X]. After a substitution
X 7→ pmX, we may suppose thatf hasw-integral coefficients. Choose a monicg in Qal[X] that is close
to f . Then Hensel’s lemma allows us to refine a root ofg in Qal to a root off in (Qal)w, contradicting the
irreducibility of f .
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Let K ′ ⊃ K with K ′ ∈ F . ThenWK ⊂ WK′
, and there is mapX ′ → X from

thep-adic primes ofK ′ to those ofK. If v′ 7→ v, thensπ(v′) = sπ(v), and sofπ(v′) =
[K ′

w : Kw] · fπ(v). Therefore, the diagram

0 −−−→ WK −−−→ ZX × Z −−−→ ZY −−−→ 0

∩
ya×id

y
0 −−−→ WK′ −−−→ ZX′ × Z −−−→ ZY ′ −−−→ 0

commutes witha equal to[K ′
w : Kw]× the map induced byX ′ → X. Therefore,

0 −−−→ (Gm)K′(w)+/Q −−−→ (Gm)K′(w)/Q ×Gm −−−→ PK′ −−−→ 0yNm
[K′w : Kw ]

K′(w)+/K(w)+

yNm
[K′w : Kw ]

K′(w)/K(w)
× id

y
0 −−−→ (Gm)K(w)+/Q −−−→ (Gm)K(w)/Q ×Gm −−−→ PK −−−→ 0.

(28)

commutes.

LEMMA 3.4. There is an exact sequence

0 → H1(Q, PK) → Br(K(w)+) → Br(K(w))⊕ Br(Q) → H2(Q, PK) → 0.

PROOF. Same as that of Lemma3.1.

PROPOSITION3.5. LetK ∈ F .

(a) If the local degreen(wK) = [Kw : Qp] is even, then there is an exact sequence

0 → H1(Q, PK) → H1(A, PK) → 1

2
Z/Z→ 0;

otherwise,
H1(Q, PK) ∼= H1(A, PK)

(b) The map
H2(Q, PK) → H2(A, PK)

is injective.

PROOF. If complex conjugationι ∈ D(wK), thenPK = Gm and the statement is obvious.
Thus, we may assumeι /∈ D(wK). Consider the diagram

0 −−−→ Br(K(w)+) −−−→ ⊕l Br((K(w)+)l) −−−→ Q/Z −−−→ 0y
y

yx 7→(2x,n(wK)x)

0 −−−→ Br(K(w))⊕ Br(Q) −−−→ ⊕l Br(K(w)l)⊕⊕l Br(Ql) −−−→ Q/Z⊕Q/Z −−−→ 0.

Whenn(wK) is odd,(2, n(wK)) is injective and the snake lemma shows that thatH1(Q, PK) ∼=
H1(A, PK). Whenn(wK) is even, the sequence of kernels is

0 → Br(K(w)/K(w)+) → ⊕l Br(K(w)l/(K(w)+)l) → 1

2
Z/Z→ 0,

which class field theory shows to be exact. Again, the snake lemma gives the result.
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PROPOSITION3.6. The canonical map

lim←−
1
FPK(Q) → lim←−

1
FPK(A)

is an isomorphsim.

PROOF. As in the proof of3.3, there are canonical isomorphism

lim←−
1
(
K(w)×/K(w)×+

) ∼= lim←−
1PK(Q)

lim←−
1 (I(K(w)/I(K(w)+)) ∼= lim←−

1PK(A)

and so the statement follows from Proposition1.21(19).

LEMMA 3.7. For eachK ∈ F , there exists anK ′ ∈ F containingK for which the map

H1(Q, PK′
) → H1(Q, PK)

is zero.

PROOF. After possibly enlargingK, we may assume thatι /∈ D(wK). Denote the map

Nm
[K′

+w : K+w]

K′(w)+/K(w)+
: (Gm)K′(w)/Q → (Gm)K(w)/Q of (28) by b. The kernel ofBr(K ′(w)+) →

Br(K(w)) is killed by 2, and so ifK ′ is chosen so that2|[K ′(w) : K(w)], thenH2(b) is
zero on this kernel. ThenH1(Q, PK′

) → H1(Q, PK) is zero.

LEMMA 3.8. The groupslim←−F H1(Q, PK) and lim←−
1

F H1(Q, PK) are both zero.

PROOF. Lemma3.7shows that(H1(Q, PK))K∈F admits a cofinal subsystem in which the
transition maps are zero, and so the mapu in (1) is zero.

LEMMA 3.9. The groupslim←−F H1(A, PK) andlim←−
1

F H1(A, PK) are both zero.

PROOF. For K sufficiently large, (3.5) shows thatH1(Q, PK) ∼= H1(A, PK) and so this
follows from the previous lemma.

PROPOSITION3.10. There are canonical isomorphisms

lim←−
1PK(Q) ∼= H1(Q, P ) (29)

H2(Q, P ) ∼= lim←−H2(Q, PK) (30)

lim←−
1PK(A) ∼= H1(A, P ) (31)

H2(A, P ) ∼= lim←−H2(A, PK). (32)

PROOF. Combine Proposition2.8with Lemmas3.8and3.9.

REMARK 3.11. Assumeι /∈ D(wK). The argument in the proof of Lemma3.7shows that,
if the local degree[Lw : Kw] is even, then all the vertical maps in the diagram

0 −−−→ H1(Q, PL) −−−→ H1(A, PL) −−−→ 1
2
Z/Z −−−→ 0y

y
y

0 −−−→ H1(Q, PK) −−−→ H1(A, PK) −−−→ 1
2
Z/Z −−−→ 0

are zero.
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PROPOSITION3.12. There are canonical isomorphisms

P (Q) ∼= Q×
P (Af ) ∼= A×f .

PROOF. For K sufficiently large,PK ∼= PK
0 ⊕ Gm whereX∗(PK

0 ) consists of the Weil
numbers of weight0. ThusP ∼= P0 ⊕ Gm. For each sufficiently largeK, the projection

P0 → PK
0 factors intoP0 ³ P̃K

0 → PK
0 whereP̃K

0 is the universal covering ofPK
0 .

Therefore,P0 = lim←−K
P̃K

0 , andP0(Q) = lim←− P̃K
0 (Q), which is 0 by (2.11). Similarly,

P0(Af ) = lim←− P̃K
0 (Af ) = 0.

The cohomology ofS/P .

Let K ∈ F , and assumeι /∈ D(wK). Let p be the prime ideal inOK corresponding towK .
For someh, ph will be principal, sayph = (a). Let α = a2n wheren = (U(K) : U(K+)).
Then, forf ∈ X∗(SK), f(α) is independent of the choice ofa, and it is a Weilp2nf(p/p)-
number of weightwt(f). The mapf 7→ f(α) : X∗(SK) → WK is a surjective homo-
morphism (e.g.,Milne 2001, A.8). Thus, it corresponds to an injective homomorphism
ρK : PK → SK which can also be characterized as the unique homomorphism rendering

0 −−−→ (Gm)K(w)+/Q −−−→ (Gm)K(w)/Q ×Gm −−−→ PK −−−→ 0yincl.

yincl.×id

yρK

0 −−−→ (Gm)K+/Q −−−→ (Gm)K/Q ×Gm −−−→ SK −−−→ 0

commutative. For varyingK, theρK define a morphism of inverse systems. Therefore, on
passing to the inverse limit, we obtain an injective homomorphismρ : P → S of protori.

PROPOSITION3.13. The map

H1(Q, SK/PK) → H1(A, SK/PK)

is injective on the image ofH1(Q, SL/PL) for any L ⊃ K such that the local degree
[Lw : Kw] at w is even. Therefore, the map

lim←−H1(Q, SK/PK) → lim←−H1(A, SK/PK)

is injective.

PROOF. Diagram chase in

H1(Q, PK) −−−→ H1(Q, SK) −−−→ H1(Q, SK/PK) −−−→ H2(Q, PK)y(3.5) ∼=
y(3.2)

y inj.

y(3.5)

H1(A, PK) −−−→ H1(A, SK) −−−→ H1(A, SK/PK) −−−→ H2(A, PK),

using (3.11).
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PROPOSITION3.14. An elementa ∈ H1(A, SK/PK) arises from an element ofH1(Q, SK/PK)
if and only if its image inH2(A, PK) under the connecting homomorphism arises from an
element ofH2(Q, PK).

PROOF. Diagram chase in

H1(Q, SK) −−−→ H1(Q, SK/PK) −−−→ H2(Q, PK) −−−→ H2(Q, SK)

∼=
y(3.2)

y
y inj.

y(3.2)

H1(A, SK) −−−→ H1(A, SK/PK) −−−→ H2(A, PK) −−−→ H2(A, SK).

PROPOSITION3.15. There is a canonical exact sequence

0 → lim←−F
C(K) → H1(Q, S/P )

a→ H1(A, S/P ).

PROOF. Becauselim←−H1(Q, SK/PK) → lim←−H1(A, SK/PK) is injective,

Ker(a) ∼= Ker(lim←−
1(SK/PK)(Q)

b→ lim←−
1(SK/PK)(A));

cf. (2.17). On comparing (23) and (27), we obtain an exact sequence

0 → (Gm)K(w)/Q/(Gm)K(w)+/Q → (Gm)K/Q/(Gm)K+/Q → SK/PK → 0,

which gives rise to an exact commutative diagram

lim←−
1(K(w)×/K(w)×+)

c−−−→ lim←−
1(K×/K×

+) −−−→ lim←−
1(SK/PK)(Q) −−−→ 0

surj.

y(1.5)

yd

yb

lim←−
1(I(K(w))/I(K(w)×+) −−−→ lim←−

1(I(K)/I(K+)) −−−→ lim←−
1(SK/PK)(A) −−−→ 0.

The left-hand vertical map is surjective by1.5, and the diagram gives an exact sequence

Ker(d ◦ c)
c→ Ker(d) → Ker(b) → 0.

We can now apply Proposition1.22.

Notes. Most of the calculations concerning the cohomology ofSK andPK (but not ofS
or P themselves) can be found already inLanglands and Rapoport 1987.
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4 The fundamental classes

The adèlic fundamental class

The Betti fibre functorωB to identifiesCM(Qal) with RepQ(S). Letwcan denote the cochar-
acter ofS such thatwcan(a) acts on an object ofCM(Qal) of weightm asam, and letµcan

denote the cocharacter ofSQal such that, forf ∈ X∗(SK), 〈f, µcan〉 = f(i) wherei is the
given inclusionK ↪→ Qal.

The local fundamental class at∞
Let R∞ (realization category at∞) be the category of pairs(V, F ) consisting of aZ-graded
finite-dimensional complex vector spaceV = ⊕m∈ZV m and a semilinear endomorphism
F such thatF 2 = (−1)m. With the obvious tensor structure,R∞ becomes a Tannakian
category with fundamental groupGm.

Let (V, r) be a real representation of the Serre groupS. Thenw(r) =df r ◦wcan defines
aZ-gradation onV ⊗ C. Let F be the map

v 7→ r(µcan(i))v̄ : V ⊗ C→ V ⊗ C.

Then(V ⊗ C, F ) is an object ofR∞, and(V, r) 7→ (V ⊗ C, F ) defines a tensor functor

ξ∞ : RepR(S) → R∞.

The functorξ∞ defines a homomorphismx∞ : Gm → SR, which is equal towcan/R.
Let RGm∞ be the full subcategory ofR∞ of objects of weight zero. For any(V, F ) of

weight zero,
V F = {v ∈ V | Fv = v}

is a real form ofV , and (V, F ) 7→ V F is a fibre functor onRGm∞ . Its composite with
RepR (S)Gm → RGm∞ is a fibre functorω∞, and℘(ω∞) =df Hom⊗(ωB, ω∞) is anS/Gm-
torsor. We definec∞ to be the cohomology class of℘(ω∞) ∧S/Gm S/P .

The local fundamental class atp.

Let Rp (realization category atp) be the category ofF -isocrystals overF. Thus, an object
of Rp is a pair(V, F ) consisting of a finite-dimensional vector spaceV overB(F) and a
semilinear isomorphismF : V → V . With the obvious tensor structure,Rp becomes a
Tannakian category with fundamental groupG =df G̃m.

There is a tensor functor
ξp : CM(Qal) → Rp

such that, for a CM-abelian varietyA, idempotente, and integerm,

ξp(h(A, e,m)) = e ·H∗
crys(AF)(m)

whereAF is the reduction ofA at w. The functorξp defines a homomorphismxp : G →
S/Qp whose action onX∗(SK) is f 7→ ∑

σ∈D(wK)f(σ)/(D(wK) : 1).
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Let RGp be the full subcategory ofRp of objects of slope0. For any(V, F ) of slope zero,

V F = {v ∈ V | Fv = v}

is a Qp-form of V , and (V, F ) 7→ V F is a fibre functor onRGp . Its composite with

CM(Qal)G ξ∞→ RGp is a fibre functor onCM(Qal)G, and℘(ωp) =df Hom⊗(ωB, ωp) is aS/G-
torsor. We definecp to be the cohomology class of℘(ωp) ∧S/G S/P .

The adèlic fundamental class

We definecA ∈ H1(A, S/P ) to be the class corresponding to(0, cp, c∞) under the isomor-
phism (2.16)

H1(A, S/P ) ∼= H1(A{p,∞}, S/P )×H1(Qp, S/P )×H1(R, S/P ).

The global fundamental class

THEOREM 4.1. There exists ac ∈ H1(Q, S/P ) mapping tocA ∈ H1(A, S/P ); any two
suchc’s have the same image inH1(Q, SK/PK) for all K; the set of suchc’s is a principal
homogeneous space forlim←−F C(K) whereF is the set of CM-subfields ofQal finite overQ.

LEMMA 4.2. Let dK
p anddK

∞ be the images of the classes ofRK
p andRK

∞ in H2(Qp, P
K)

andH2(R, PK). There exists a unique element ofH2(Q, PK) with image

(0, dK
p , dK

∞) ∈ H2(A{p,∞}, PK)×H2(Qp, P
K)×H2(R, PK).

PROOF. The uniqueness follows from (3.5b). The existence is proved inLanglands and
Rapoport 1987(also,Milne 1994, proof of 3.31).

PROPOSITION4.3. Letdp andd∞ be the images of the classes ofRp andR∞ in H2(Qp, P )
andH2(R, P ). There exists a unique element ofH2(Q, P ) with image

(0, dp, d∞) ∈ H2(A{p,∞}, P )×H2(Qp, P )×H2(R, P ).

PROOF. Follows from the lemma, using (30) and (32).

We first prove three lemmas.

LEMMA 4.4. LetC andQ be Tannakian categories with commutative fundamental groups
G andH. AssumeC is neutral. Letξ : C → Q be a tensor functor inducing an injective
homomorphismH → G. Letωξ denote the fibre functor

CH ξ→ QH Hom(11,−)−−−−−→ Veck.

For any fibre functorω onC, the class of the torsorHom⊗(ω, ωξ) in H1(k, G/H) maps to
the class ofQ in H2(k, H) under the connecting homomorphism.
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PROOF. For a Tannakian categoryT, write T∨ for the gerbe of fibre functors onT. We are
given a morphismξ∨ : Q∨ → C∨ bound by the injective homomorphismH → G of com-
mutative affine group schemes. ClearlyQ∨ is the gerbe of local liftings ofHom⊗(ω, ωξ)
(Giraud 1971, IV 2.5.4.1, p238), and so its class is the image ofHom⊗(ω, ωξ) under Gi-
raud’s definition of the connecting homomorphism (ibid. IV 4.2), which coincides with the
usual connecting homomorphism in the commutative case (ibid. IV 3.4). Finally, the class
of Q in H1(k,H) is defined to be that represented by the gerbeQ∨.

LEMMA 4.5. The image ofcKA in H2(A, PK) under the connecting homomorphism arises
from an element ofH2(Q, PK).

PROOF. Let dK
p anddK

∞ be the images of the classes ofRK
p andRK

∞ in H2(Qp, P
K) and

H2(R, PK). According to Lemma4.4, we have to prove that the element

(0, dK
p , dK

∞) ∈ H2(A{p,∞}, PK)×H2(Qp, P
K)×H2(R, PK)

arises from an element ofH2(Q, PK), but this was shown in Lemma4.2.

LEMMA 4.6. For every CM-subfieldK ofC, finite and Galois overQ, there exists a unique
cK ∈ H1(Q, SK/PK) mapping tocKA ∈ H1(A, SK/PK) and lifting to someL ⊃ K with
[Lw : Kw] even.

PROOF. Apply 4.1, 4.5.

We now prove the theorem. Consider the diagram

0 −−−→ lim←−
1(SK/PK)(Q) −−−→ H1(Q, S/P ) −−−→ lim←−H1(Q, SK/PK) −−−→ 0yb

ya

y
0 −−−→ lim←−

1(SK/PK)(A) −−−→ H1(A, S/P ) −−−→ lim←−H1(A, SK/PK) −−−→ 0y
0.

The groupsSK/PK are anisotropic, which explains the0 at lower left (1.5). We have to
show that there is ac ∈ H1(Q, S/P ) mapping tocA ∈ H1(A, S/P ). We know (4.6) that,
for eachK, there is a unique elementcK ∈ H1(Q, SK/PK) mapping to the imagecKA of
cA in H1(A, SK/PK) and lifting to someL ⊃ K with [Lw : Kw] even. Because of the
uniqueness, thecK define an elementc←− ∈ lim←−H1(Q, SK/PK). Choosec ∈ H1(Q, S/P )

to map to(cK). A diagram chase using the surjectivity ofb shows thatc can be chosen to
map tocA ∈ H1(A, S/P ).

Any two c’s have the same image inH1(Q, SK/PK) because they have the same image
in H1(A, SK/PK) and we can apply (3.13).

Thata−1(cA) is a principal homogeneous space forlim←−C(K) follows from Proposition
3.15.
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Towards an elementary definition of the fundamental classes

Are there elementary descriptions of the fundamental classes? By elementary, we mean
involving only class field theory and the cohomology of affine group schemes. In particular,
an elementary description should not mention abelian varieties, much less motives.

The definition ofc∞ given above is elementary in this sense, but the definition ofcp

is not. Wintenberger (1991) shows thatξK
p has the following description: choose a prime

elementa in Kw, and letb = NmKw/B(a) whereB is the maximal unramified extension of
Qp contained inKw; define

ξ′(V ) = (V ⊗B(F), x 7→ (1⊗ σ)(bx)).

ThenξK
p ≈ ξ′. This gives an elementary description ofcK

p , but the family(cK
p )K∈F does

not determinecp: there is an exact sequence

0 → lim←−
1SK(Qp) → H1(Qp, S) → lim←−H1(Qp, S

K) → 0,

but lim←−
1 SK(Qp) 6= 0 because it fails the ML condition.

We shall see later that the Hodge conjecture for CM abelian varieties implies that there
is exactly one distinguished global fundamental class. It seems doubtful that this can be
described elementarily.
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5 Review of gerbes

In this section, we review some definitions and results fromGiraud 1971andDebremaeker
1977in the case we need them. ThroughoutE is a category with finite fibred products (in
particular, a final objectS) endowed with a Grothendieck topology. For example,S could
be an affine scheme andE the category of affineS-schemesAff/S endowed with the fpqc
topology.

Gerbes bound by a sheaf of commutative groups

Gerbes. Recall that agerbe onS is a stack of groupoidsϕ : G → E such that

(a) there exists a covering mapU → S for whichGU is nonempty;

(b) every two objects of a fibreGU are locally isomorphic (their inverse images under
some covering mapV → U are isomorphic).

The gerbe is said to beneutral if GS is nonempty.
Letx be a cartesian section ofG/U → E/U . ThenAut(x) is a sheaf of groups onE/U ,

which, up to a unique isomorphism, depends only onx(U). Forx ∈ ob(GU), this allows
us to defineAut(x) = Aut(x) with x any cartesian section such thatx(U) = x.

A-gerbes. Let A be a sheaf of commutative groups onE. An A-gerbe onS is a pair(G, j)
whereG is a gerbe onS andj(x) for x ∈ ob(G) is a natural isomorphismj(x) : Aut(x) →
A|ϕ(x). For example, the gerbeTORS(A) → E with TORS(A)U equal to the category of
A|U -torsors onE/U is a (neutral)A-gerbe onS.

f -morphisms. Let f : A → A′ be a homomorphism of sheaves of commutative groups,
and let(G, j) be anA-gerbe onS and(G′, j′) anA′-gerbe. Anf -morphismfrom (G, j) to
(G′, j′) is a cartesianE-functorλ : G → G′ such that

Aut(x)
λ−−−→ Aut(λx)yj

yj′

A|U f−−−→ A′|U
commutes for allU and allx ∈ GU . An f -morphism is anf -equivalenceif it is an equiv-
alence of categories in the usual sense. Iff is an isomorphism, then everyf -morphism is
anf -equivalence. In particular, everyidA-morphism is anidA-equivalence (in this context,
we shall writeA-morphism andA-equivalence).

Let G be a trivialA-gerbe onS. The choice of a cartesian sectionx to G → E deter-
mines an equivalence ofA-gerbesHom(x,−) : G → TORS(A). Thus, condition (a) in the
definition of a gerbe implies that everyA-gerbe is locally isomorphic toTORS(A).
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Morphisms of f -morphisms. A morphismm : λ1 → λ2 of two f -morphisms is simply
a morphism ofE-functors. With these definitions, theA-gerbes onS form a2-category.

Having defined these objects, our next task is to classify them.

Classification ofA-gerbes. One checks easily thatA-equivalence is an equivalence rela-
tion. Giraud (1971, IV 3.1.1, p247) definesH2(S, A) to be the set ofA-equivalence classes
of A-gerbes, and he then shows that (in the case thatA is a sheaf ofcommutativegroups),
H2(S, A) is canonically isomorphic to the usual (derived functor) group (ibid. IV 3.4.2,
p261).

Classification off -morphisms and their morphisms. Let f : A → A′ be a homomor-
phism of sheaves of commutative groups, and let(G, j) be anA-gerbe and(G′, j′) an
A′-gerbe onS. There is anA′-gerbeHOMf (G, G′) on S such thatHOMf (G, G′)U is the
category whose objects are thef -morphismsG|U → G′|U and whose morphisms are the
morphisms off -morphisms (Giraud 1971, IV 2.3.2, p218). Its class inH2(S, A′) is the
difference of the class ofG′ and the image byλ of the class ofG.

5.1. We can read off from this the following statements.

(a) There exists anf -morphismG → G′ if and only if λ maps the class ofG in H2(S, A)
to the class ofG′ in H2(S, A′) (asA′ is commutative,HOMf (G, G′) is neutral if and
only if its class is zero).

(b) Let λ0 : G → G′ be anf -morphism (assumed to exist). For any otherf -morphism
λ : G → G′, Hom(λ0, λ) is anA′-torsor, and the functorλ 7→ Hom(λ0, λ) is an
equivalence from the category whose objects are thef -morphismsG → G′ to the
categoryTORS(A′). In particular, the set of isomorphism classes off -morphisms
G → G′ is a principal homogeneous space forH1(S, A′).

(c) Let λ1, λ2 : G → G′ be twof -morphisms. If they are isomorphic, then the set of
isomorphismsλ1 → λ2 is a principal homogeneous space forH0(S, A′) =df A′(S).

EXERCISE5.2. Let S = Spec k with k a field, and letG → Aff/S be a gerbe bound by a
separable torus. Let̄S = Spec kal, and leta, b be the projection maps̄S ×S S̄ → S̄. Show
thatGS̄ is nonempty, and that for anyx ∈ ob GS̄, a∗x andb∗x are isomorphic. [Hint: use
2.12.]

Gerbes bound by a sheaf of commutative crossed module

Commutative crossed modules. Recall that acrossed moduleis a pair of groups(A,B)
together with an action ofB on A and a homomorphismρ : A → B respecting this ac-
tion. It is said to becommutativeif A and B are both commutative and the action of
B on A is trivial. Thus, a commutative crossed module is nothing more than a homo-
morphism of commutative groups. Similarly, a sheaf of commutative crossed modules is
simply a homomorphismρ : A → B of sheaves of commutative groups. A homomorphism
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(f, φ) : (A,B, ρ) → (A′, B′, ρ′) of sheaves of commutative crossed modules is a pair of
homomorphisms giving a commutative square

A
f−−−→ A′

yρ

yρ′

B
φ−−−→ B′,

that is, it is a morphism of complexes.

(A,B)-gerbes. Let ρ : A → B be a sheaf of commutative crossed modules. Following
Debremaeker 1977, we define an(A, B)-gerbe to be a triple(G, µ, j) with (G, j) an A-

gerb andµ a ρ-morphismA → TORS(B). For example,TORS(A)
λ∗→ TORS(B) is an

(A,B)-gerbe.

(f, φ)-morphisms. Let (f, φ) : (A,B) → (A′, B′) be a homomorphism of sheaves of
commutative crossed modules. Let(G, µ, j) be an(A,B)-gerbe onS and (G′, µ′, j′) an
(A′, B′)-gerbe. An(f, φ)-morphismfrom (G, µ, j) to (G′, µ′, j′) is a pair(λ, i) whereλ is
anf -morphism(G, j) → (G′, j′) andi is an isomorphism of functors

i : φ∗ ◦ µ ⇒ µ′ ◦ λ : G → TORS(B′).

When(f, φ) = (idA, idB), we speak of an(A,B)-morphism(λ, i) : (G, µ, j) → (G′, µ′, j′).

Morphisms of (f, φ)-morphisms. Let (λ1, i1) and(λ2, i2) be(f, φ)-morphims. Amor-
phismm : (λ1, i1) → (λ2, i2) is a morphism ofE-functorsm : λ1 → λ2 satisfying the fol-
lowing condition: on applyingµ′ to m, we obtain morphism of functorsµ′ ·m : µ′ ◦ λ1 →
µ′ ◦ λ2; the composite of this withi1 is required to equali2,

(µ′ ·m) ◦ i1 = i2.

With these definitions, the(A,B)-gerbes overS form a2-category.
Again, we wish to classify these objects.

Classification of (A,B)-gerbes. An (A, B)-morphism is an(A,B)-equivalence ifλ is
an equivalence of categories. Again,(A,B)-equivalence is an equivalence relation, and
Debremaeker definesH2(S,A → B) to be the set of equivalence classes. The forgetful
functor(G, µ, j) 7→ (G, j) defines a mapH2(S, A → B) → H2(S, A).

BecauseA → B is sheaf ofcommutativecrossed modules,H2(S, A → B) is in fact
canonically isomorphic to the usual hypercohomology group of the complexA → B.

Classification of the (f, φ)-morphisms. Let ρ : A → B be a sheaf of commutative
crossed modules. Define an(A,B)-torsor to be a pair(P, p) with P an A-torsor andp
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anS-point ofρ∗P . A morphism(P, p) → (P ′, p′) is a morphismP → P ′ of A-torsors car-
rying p to p′. DefineH1(S, A → B) to be the set of isomorphism classes of(A,B)-torsors
(cf. Deligne 1979, 2.4.3;Milne 2002b, §1).

Now consider a homomorphism(f, φ) : (A,B) → (A′, B′). Let (G, µ, j) be an(A,B)-
gerbe overS and(G′, µ′, j′) an(A′, B′)-gerbe. Assume that there exists an(f, φ)-morphism
(λ0, i0) : (G, µ, j) → (G′, µ′, j′). As we noted above, the mapλ 7→ P (λ) =df Hom(λ0, λ)
is an equivalence from the category off -morphisms(G, j) → (G′, j′) to the category of
A′-torsors. Fromi we get a pointp(i) ∈ (ρ′∗P )(S), and(λ, i) 7→ (P (λ), p(i)) defines an
equivalence from the category of(f, φ)-morphism(G, µ, j) → (G′, µ′, j′) to the category of
(A,B)-torsors. In particular, we see that the set of(f, φ)-morphisms(G, µ, j) → (G′, µ′, j′)
is a principal homogeneous space forH1(S,A → B).

Classification of the morphisms of(f, φ)-morphisms. Let (λ1, i1), (λ2, i2) : (G, µ, j) →
(G′, µ′, j′) be two(f, φ)-morphisms. If they are isomorphic, then the set of isomorphisms
(λ1, i1) → (λ2, i2) is a principal homogeneous space for

H0(S,A → B) =df Ker(A(S) → B(S)).

Gerbes bound by an injective commutative crossed module

Consider an exact sequence
0 → A

ρ→ B
σ→ C → 0

of sheaves of commutative groups.

The groupH2(k, A → B). For anyC-torsorP , there is a gerbeK(P ) whose fibreK(P )U

overU is the category whose objects are pairs(Q, λ) with Q aB-torsor andλ aρ-morphism
Q → P . This has a natural structure of anA-gerbe, and the forgetful functor(Q, λ) 7→ Q
endows it with the structure of an(A,B)-gerbe (Debremaeker 1977).

Conversely, let(G, µ, j) be an(A,B)-gerbe. For any objectx ∈ ob(GU), σ∗µ(x) is a
C-torsor overU endowed with a canonical descent datum, which gives aC-torsor overS.

These correspondences define inverse isomorphisms

H2(k,A → B) ∼= H1(k, C).

The groupH1(k,A → B). For any pointc ∈ C(k), σ−1(c) is anA-torsor withρ∗(σ−1(c)) =
B. In particular,ρ∗(σ−1(c)) has a canonical point (the identity ofB), and soσ−1(c) has the
structure of an(A,B)-torsor.

Conversely, let(P, p) be an(A,B)-torsor. For any pointq of P in some covering ofk,
q − p is an element ofB whose image inC lies inC(k).

These correspondences define inverse isomorphisms

H1(k, A → B) ∼= C(k).

The group H0(k, A → B). By definition,

H0(k, A → B) = Ker(A(k) → B(k)) = 0.
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6 The motivic gerbe

Grothendieck’s construction gives a rigid pseudo-abelian tensor categoryMot(F) of abelian
motives overF based on the abelian varieties overF and using the numerical equivalence
classes of algebraic cycles as correspondences (see, for example,Saavedra Rivano 1972, VI
4.1). In fact,Mot(F) is Tannakian (Jannsen 1992). When one assumes the Tate conjecture
for abelian varieties, the fundamental group ofMot(F) becomes identified withP (e.g.,
Milne 1994), and when one assumes Grothendieck’s Hodge standard conjecture,Mot(F)
acquires a canonical polarization (e.g.,Saavedra Rivano 1972, VI 4.4).

Thus, when we assume these two conjectures,Mot(F) is a TannakianQ-category with
fundamental group the Weil-number protorusP , anAp

f -valued fibre functorωp
f (étale co-

homology), an exact tensor functorωp : Mot(F) → Rp (crystalline cohomology), and an
exact tensor functorω∞ : Mot(F) → R∞ (from the polarization — seeDeligne and Milne
1982, 5.20). Note thatω∞ is uniquely defined up to isomorphism, whereasωp andωp are
uniquely defined up to a unique isomorphism.

Let P = Mot(F)∨ be the gerbe of fibre functors onMot(F). It is a P -gerbe endowed
with an objectwp =df ωp

f in PAp
f

and morphismswp : R∨p → P(p) andw∞ : R∨∞ → P(∞)

(defined byωp andω∞), whereP(p) =df P/ Spec(Qp) andP(∞) = P/ Spec(R).

REMARK 6.1. Assume the Tate conjecture for all smooth projective varieties overF and the
Hodge standard conjecture for all abelian varieties overF. Then the category of motives
based on all smooth projective varieties is equivalent with the subcategory based on the
abelian varieties (Milne 1994). Therefore, under these assumptions the category of all
motives overF has a system(P, wp, wp, w∞) attached to it withP again aP -gerbe.

The (pseudo)motivic gerbe

6.2. We now drop all assumptions, and consider the existence and uniqueness of systems
(P, wp, wp, w∞) with

– P aP -gerbe overSpec(Q),

– wp an object ofPAp
f
,

– wp anxp-morphismR∨p → P(p),

– w∞ anx∞-morphismR∨∞ → P(∞).

Herexp andx∞ are the homomorphismsG→ S/Qp andGm → S/R described in§4.

THEOREM 6.3. There exists a system(P, wp, wp, w∞) as in 6.2. If (P′, wp′, w′
p, w

′
∞) is a

second such system, then there exists aP -equivalenceλ : P → P′ such thatλ(wp) ≈ wp′,
λ ◦ wp ≈ w′

p, λ ◦ w∞ ≈ w′
∞. Any two suchλ’s are isomorphic by an isomorphism that is

unique up to a nonzero rational number.
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PROOF. We shall apply the results reviewed in§5 without further reference.
The P -equivalence classes ofP -gerbesP are classified byH2(Q, P ). The condition

that there exists awp is thatP/Ap
f is neutral or, equivalently, that the class ofP maps to

zero inH2(Ap
f , P ); the condition that there exist awp is that the class ofP(p) in H2(Qp, P )

is the image of the class ofR∨p underxp : H2(Qp,G) → H2(Qp, P ); the condition that
there exist aw∞ is that the class ofP(∞) in H2(R, P ) is the image of the class ofR∨∞
underx∞ : H2(R,Gm) → H2(R, P ). Proposition4.3shows that there is a unique class in
H2(Q, P ) with these properties. Thus, there exists aP -gerbeP for which there existwp,
wp, w∞ as in6.2and ifP′ is a second such gerbe, then there exists aP -morphismP → P ′.

Now consider two systems(P, wp, wp, w∞) and (P′, wp′, w′
p, w

′
∞). The isomorphism

classes ofP -morphismsP → P′ form a principal homogeneous space forH1(Q, P ). On
the other hand, the isomorphism classes of triples(wp, wp, w∞) for P (or P′) form a prin-
ciple homogeneous space forH1(A, P ). Since the mapH1(Q, P ) → H1(A, P ) is an
isomorphism (3.6, 3.10), there exists aP -morphismλ : P → P′ carrying the isomorphism
class of(wp, wp, w∞) into that of(wp′, w′

p, w
′
∞), and it is unique up to isomorphism. Ifλ1

andλ2 are isomorphicP -morphismsP → P ′, then the set of isomorphismsλ1 → λ2 is a
principal homogeneous space forP (Q), which equalsQ× (3.12).

REMARK 6.4. When we replaceMot(F) with its subcategoryMot0(F) of motives of weight
0, we obtain similar results, except that its gerbeP0 is aP0-gerbe. Theorem6.3holds with
the only change being that now any twoλ’s are uniquely isomorphic (becauseP0(Q) = 0).

The pseudomotivic groupoid

Let νp be the forgetfulB(F)-valued fibre functor on the Tannakian categoryRp, and let
Gp = Aut⊗(νp). It is a Qal

p /Qp-groupoid with kernelG∆
p = G. The fibre functorνp

is an object of the gerbe(R∨p )B(F), andGp can also be described as the groupoid ofQp-
automorphisms of this object (in the sense ofDeligne 1990, 3.4).

Let ν∞ be the forgetfulC-valued fibre functor on the Tannakian categoryR∞, and let
G∞ = Aut⊗(ν∞). It is a C/R-groupoid with kernelG∆

∞ = Gm/C. The fibre functor
ν∞ is an object of the gerbe(R∨∞)C, andG∞ can also be described as the groupoid of
R-automorphisms of this object.

For l 6= p,∞, let Gl be the trivialQal
l /Ql-groupoid.

Let (P, wp, wp, w∞) be as in (6.2). Then, becauseH i(Qal, P ) = 0 for i > 0 (2.12),
there exists anx ∈ ob(PQal), and any two such objects are isomorphic. LetS = SpecQ
andS̄ = SpecQal. Let P be theS̄/S-groupoid of automorphisms ofx: for any S̄ ×S S̄-
scheme(b, a) : T → S̄ ×S S̄, P(T ) is the set of isomorphismsa∗x → b∗x. It admits
a section overSpec(Qal ⊗Q Qal), and its kernelP∆ = P . For l 6= p,∞, wp defines a
homomorphismζl : Gl → P(l) whereP(l) is theQal

l /Ql-groupoid obtained fromP by
base change. Moreover,wp defines a homomorphismζp : Gp → P(p) andw∞ defines a
homomorphismζ∞ : G∞ → P(∞).

PROPOSITION6.5. (a) The system(P, (ζl)l) satisfies the following conditions:

i) (P∆, ζ∆
p , ζ∆

∞) = (P, xp, x∞);
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ii) the morphismsζl for l 6= p,∞ are induced by a section ofP overSpec(Ap
f ⊗Ap

f

Ap
f ) whereAp

f is the image of the map̄Q⊗Q Ap
f →

∏
l 6=p,∞Qal

` .

(b) Let(P′, (ζ ′l)) be the system attached tox′ ∈ ob(P′Qal) for a second quadruple(P′, wp′, w′
p, w

′
∞).

The choice of aP -equivalenceλ : P → P′ as in Theorem6.3and of an isomorphism
λ(x) → x′ determine an isomorphismα : P → P′ such that, for alll, ζ ′l is isomor-
phic toα ◦ ζl, and any twoα’s arising in this way are isomorphic.

PROOF. Straightforward consequence of Theorem6.3.

DEFINITION 6.6. Any system(P, (ζ l)l) arising from a system(P, wp, wp, w∞) as in (6.2)
and an objectx ∈ PQal will be called apseudomotivic groupoid.

Notes. In Milne 1992, 3.27, a pseudomotivic groupoid is defined to be any system(P, (ζl))
satisfying condition (6.5a(i)). Theorem 3.28 (ibid.) then states: there exists a pseudomo-
tivic groupoid(P, (ζl)); if (P′, (ζ ′l)) is a second pseudomotivic groupoid, then there is an
isomorphismα : P → P′ such thatζ ′l ≈ α ◦ ζl, andα is uniquely determined up to isomor-
phism. Only a brief indication of proof is given, and the theorem is credited to Langlands
and Rapoport (1987). A sketch of a proof is given inMilne 1994, 3.31.

As Reimann points out (1997, p120), I should have included the condition (6.5a(ii))
in the definition of the pseudomotivic groupoid (because it is needed for the statement of
the conjecture of Langlands and Rapoport concerning Shimura varieties). Moreover, the
argument sketched inMilne 1994(based on that inLanglands and Rapoport 1987) shows
only that there exists an isomorphismα for which ζ ′l is algebraically isomorphic toα ◦ ζl

(i.e., becomes isomorphic when projected to any algebraic quotient).
However, there is a more serious criticism of the four articles just cited (and others),

namely, in each articleH i(k, P ) is taken to belim←−H i(k, PK) instead of the fpqc group
H i(k, P ) which is, in fact, the group that classifies the various objects.13 This amounts to
ignoring the termslim←−

1 H i−1(k, PK), which are not all zero. Thus, some of the proofs in
these papers are inadequate.

The papers cited above all work with groupoids.14 Here, I have preferred to work with
gerbes because their attachment to Tannakian categories is canonical (the groupoid of a
Tannakian category depends on the choice of a fibre functor), are more directly related to
nonabelian cohomology, and are, in some respects, easier to work with.

13In Milne 1994, footnote p441, I correctly note that the gerbes are classified by the fpqc groupH2(k, P ),
but then claim that this group equalslim←−H2(k, PK), giving as a referenceSaavedra Rivano 1972, III 3.1. In
fact, Saavedra proves results only for algebraic groups. I don’t know why I thought the results held for affine
group schemes, except perhaps I confused the (true) statement that cohomology commutes with products
with the (false) statement that it commutes with inverse limits.

14This is obscured inLanglands and Rapoport 1987by the authors’ calling their groupoids gerbes.
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7 The motivic morphism of gerbes

Assume the Hodge conjecture for complex abelian varieties of CM-type. This implies the
Tate conjecture and the Hodge standard conjecture for abelian varieties over finite fields
(Milne 1999; Milne 2001). Hence we get a category of abelian motivesMot(F) with fibre
functors as in the last section. Moreover, the categoryCM(Qal) of CM-motives overQal,
defined using Deligne’s Hodge classes, coincides with that defined using algebraic cycles
modulo numerical equivalence. Thus, we get a reduction functorR : CM(Qal) → Mot(F)
(exact tensor functor ofQ-categories), and hence a morphism of gerbes of fibre functors

R∨ : Mot(F)∨ → CM(Qal)∨.

It follows from Shimura-Taniyama theory that this is aρ-morphism, whereρ : P → S is
the homomorphism defined in§3, p26.

The Betti fibre functorωB onCM(Qal) defines anS-equivalence of gerbes

ω 7→ Hom(ωB, ω) : CM(Qal)∨ → TORS(S).

On composingR∨ with this, we obtain aρ-morphismµ : Mot(F)∨ → TORS(S), i.e., a
(P, S)-gerbe. For alll 6= p,∞, µ(ωl) is a trivial SQl

-torsor. Moreover, the composites of
wp andw∞ with µ are isomorphic to the functorsξ∨p andξ∨∞, whereξp andξ∞ are as in§4.

The (pseudo)motivic morphism of gerbes

7.1. We now drop all assumptions, and consider the existence and uniqueness of systems
(P, µ, wp, wp, w∞) with

– (P, µ) a (P, S)-gerbe,

– wp an object ofPAp
f

such thatµ(wp) is a trivialSAp
f
-torsor;

– wp anxp-morphismR∨p → P(p) such thatµ ◦ wp ≈ ξ∨p ;

– w∞ anx∞-morphismR∨∞ → P(∞) such thatµ ◦ w∞ ≈ ξ∨∞.

THEOREM 7.2. The set of(P, S)-equivalence classes of(P, S)-gerbes(P, µ) that can be
completed to a system(P, µ, wp, wp, w∞) as in (7.1) is a lim←−F C(K)-principal homoge-
neous space, whereF is the set of CM-subfields ofQal of finite degree overQ; in particular,
it is uncountable (1.11).

PROOF. We shall apply the results reviewed in§5 without further reference. The(P, S)-
gerbes(P, µ) are classified byH2(Q, P

ρ→ S) ∼= H1(Q, S/P ). The condition that there ex-
ists awp with µ(wp) neutral is that(P, µ) becomes equivalent with the trivial(P, S)-gerbe
TORS(P )

ρ∗→ TORS(S) overAp
f , i.e., that the class of(P, µ) maps to zero inH1(Ap

f , S/P ).
The condition that there exists awp with µ◦wp ≈ ξ∨p is that the class of(P, µ) overQp is the
local fundamental classcp. The condition that there exists aw∞ with µ ◦ w∞ ≈ ξ∨∞ is that
the class of(P, µ) overR is the local fundamental classc∞. Theorem4.1shows that there
exists such a class inH1(Q, S/P ), and that the set of them is a principal homogeneous
space underlim←−C(K). This completes the proof.
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REMARK 7.3. If (P, µ) and(P′, µ′) are(P, S)-gerbes that can be completed to systems as
in (7.1), then, for allK ∈ F , (PK , µK) and(P′K , µ′K) are(PK , SK)-equivalent(PK , SK)-
gerbes. The point is that any two fundamental classes have the same image inH1(Q, SK/PK)
(4.1).

REMARK 7.4. Let (P′, µ′, wp′, w′
p, w

′
∞) be a second system as in7.1. Then, even if(P, µ)

and(P′, µ′) are(P, S)-equivalent, there may not be a(P, S)-equivalence(λ, i) : (P, µ) →
(P′, µ′) such thatλ(wp) ≈ wp′, λ ◦ wp ≈ w′

p, λ ◦ w∞ ≈ w′
∞. The point is that the

set of isomorphism classes of(P, S)-equivalences(P, µ) → (P′, µ′) (if nonempty) is a
principle homogeneous space under(S/P )(Q), while the set of isomorphism classes of
triples (wp, wp, w∞) satisfying (7.1) for (P, µ) is a principal homogeneous space under
(S/P )(A), and(S/P )(Q) → (S/P )(A) is not surjective15.

REMARK 7.5. Let (P, µ, wp, wp, w∞) be as in7.1. On choosing an objectx ∈ PQal and an
isomorphism ofµ(x) with the trivial torsor, we obtain a morphism of groupoidsP → GS

with (P → GS)∆ ∼= (P
ρ→ S). FollowingPfau 1993, we define the quasimotivic groupoid

to beP×GS
GT whereT = lim←−(Gm)L/Q (limit over all subfieldsL of Qal of finite degree

overQ).

REMARK 7.6. To state the conjecture of Langlands and Rapoport (Langlands and Rapoport
1987, p169) for Shimura varietiesSh(G, X) with rational weight andGder simply con-
nected, only the pseudomotivic groupoid is needed. For Shimura varieties with rational
weight andGder not necessarily simply connected, one needs16 the morphismP → GS

(Milne 1992). For arbitrary Shimura varieties, one needs a quasimotivic groupoid.

REMARK 7.7. André (2003) has shown that motivated classes (in the sense ofAndré 1996)
reduce modulow to motivated classes. Assume the following conjecture (André 1996):
the intersection number of any two motivated classes of complementary dimension on a
smooth projective variety overF is a rational number. Then the arguments ofMilne 1999
andMilne 2002ashow that the Tate conjecture and the Hodge standard conjecture hold for
abelian varieties overF with “algebraic class” replaced with “motivated class”.17 Thus,
under the assumption of André’s conjecture, there exists a Tannakian category of abelian
motivesMot(F) overF (defined using motivated correspondences) and a reduction functor
CM(Qal) → Mot(F). From this, we obtain awell-definedsystem(P, µ, wp, wp, w∞) as in
7.1.

15Consider the commutative diagram (3.6, 3.10, 3.12)

0 −−−−→ Q× −−−−→ S(Q) −−−−→ (S/P )(Q) −−−−→ H1(Q, P )
y

y
y

y∼=
0 −−−−→ A× −−−−→ S(A) −−−−→ (S/P )(A) −−−−→ H1(A, P )

and use that the mapS(Q) → S(A) is far from surjective.
16Reimann (1997) overlooks this: in his Conjecture B3.7 it is necessary to require thatGder be simply

connnected.
17The Hodge standard conjecture then holds for algebraic classes on abelian varieties in prime character-

istic!
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